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happy Juniors A - beginners €25 my new words 1 - post beginners €25
21 units with presentation in dialogue form, grammar and 
vocabulary consolidation activities

30 vocabulary units of 10 words each with presentation, practice 
activities and games

 a great story line accompanied with dialogues and songs
 colourful and motivating illustrations
 printable pages and activities
 a variety of consolidation activities and games

 colourful and motivating illustrations
 a variety of consolidation activities and games
 printable free-writing activity
 printable pages with the words and the pictures

A-DAY €30 B-DAY €30 C-DAY €30 D-Day €30
35 Units with full presentation 
and 150 practice activities for 
A’ Senior

40 Units with full 
presentation and 200 practice 
activities for B’ Senior

48 Units with and 240 
practice activities for C’ 
Senior

55 Units with full revision, 
presentation and and 280 practice 
activities for B1 + level

Spellschool – A’ to C’ Senior €7
Illustrated stories with audio narration, exercises and glossary Interactive Phrasal Verbs B2 - C2 €25
 exciting stories
 native speaker pronunciation
 lots of consolidation activities

 skills development
 delightful illustration
 active learning

One of its kind! This unique CD-ROM contains definitions and 
examples for almost 1,000 phrasal verbs, plus 550 questions of 
varying task types similar to those of the exams our students sit for.

fce plus - FCE €30 ECCE grammar €25 CPE cloze tests - €30 ECPE €25
Use of English past papers, 
phrasal verbs and extra Use of 
English practice

An exam - preparation CD-
ROM with 30 units and 
1,050 grammar questions

30 texts from authentic 
sources appropriately adapted 
to be used as cloze tests

30 units consisting of a 20-
item cloze test, a 15-item 
grammar test and a 15-item 
vocabulary test each

 3,500 teaching hints
 encourages active learning
 definitions for the multiple 
choice items

 extremely extensive 
coverage of the grammar 
structures of this level
 printable results

 1,800 hints that 
encourage the student to think
 glossary
 printable results

 prepares for the Michigan 
ECPE
 challenging grammar, 
vocabulary and cloze tasks

B2 Use of English Activities €25 Word Bomb for ECPE €25 NEW!!!
12 ESB-type Usage tests, theme-based vocabulary; 

feedback both on right and wrong responses!
750 MC qs 150 more questions 

online
e-companion

MEINE NEUEN WÖRTER €30 GRAMD 1 - B1 - B2 €15
The exact content of My New Words translated in German! 550 mc questions for B1 - B2

Verbs + prepositions, lists in alphabetical order and tests
Welcome Back A’ Junior - C1 €4 each, €30 for the 9-pack, €25 for the 9-in-1 CD

How did your students fare English-wise during the summer break? Find out with these CD-ROMs, which offer the chance of a mini 
revision. Alternatively, keep your students occupied for the first week or two and do some remedial work based on the Welcome 
Back syllabus. 250 exercises in total.

Keep in Touch Aj - Bj €5 Keep in Touch As - D €8
The ideal end-of-the-year material for your students. Use it to revise grammar, to revise or present vocabulary, to spot weaknesses, to 
plan remedial work or as a graduation gift.
 Grammar and vocabulary games!
 Alphabet games!
 Crosswords!

 The perfect companion to any course!
 Full grammar revision and vocabulary games!
 1 Spellschool story

Project Developer © €15
4 unique student-centred projects of multi-levelled architecture – an exciting idea-generator!

Easter Fun Aj - D, ideal for Easter revision €6 each - €30 for the full set
 lots of revision activities and games
 contextualised grammar and vocabulary practice

 printable reports
 recycles material taught until March - April

Lexisflex! A vocabulary based syllabus 11-CD series €4 - €10 per level, €65 for the entire pack
 range of levels: Pre-school to C2
 a great variety of activities and games

 optional printable results
 colourful and motivating

Christmas Spirit: Preschool - E class €4 per level, €25 for the entire series
 10 traditional Christmas carols with on screen lyrics  a great variety of activities and games
 grammar and vocabulary syllabus  printable results

Interactive Irregular Verbs for B & C €15 each or €25 for both NEW!!!
Click and learn the irregular verbs through a comprehensive INTERACTIVE list: 100 for B’, 133 for C.
Practise them through 550 questions of various types.
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